
 

SEEN PASSAGE 

1. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follows: - 

 One day when the sun shone high in the sky many people were 
seen climbing up the hill. They were climbing slowly and carefully. A girl 
also climbed the hill with them. Her name was Meena. Meena was twelve 
years old. She carried a small boy on her back. He was four years old. 
His hair were curly. His eyes were black and his face was as fresh as the 
morning dew.  
(i) How old was Meena? 

     _______________________________________________________. 

(ii) Where were the people climbing? 

     _______________________________________________________. 

(iii) How old was Meena’s brother? 

      _______________________________________________________.  

(iv) What was Meena carrying on her back? 

    _______________________________________________________.  

(v) Meena’s brother _______ four years old.( was/were) 
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(vi) Underline the action word in the following line. 

     The people were climbing slowly. 

(vii) Write the past tense of            carry ____________. 

(viii) Write the opposite of              many ____________. 

( ix ) Write the plural of                    eye __________.  

(x) Complete the sentence- 

   His face was _____________________ the morning dew. 

UNSEEN PASSAGE II 

2. Read the given passage carefully and answer the questions given below - 

 Nitin had a little dog.  He called it Diamond.  One day it was lying in 
his study room.  In the room there were heaps of papers and a lighted 
candle on a table.  Nitin left the room for a few minutes and then 
suddenly Diamond jumped over the table. 

 i) Who had a little dog?   

  Ans______________________________________________________ 

  ii) What was the name of the dog? 

 Ans______________________________________________________ 

 iii) Where was Diamond lying one day? 

 Ans______________________________________________________ 

 iv) What were there in the room? 

 Ans______________________________________________________ 

 v) Where was the candle? 

 Ans______________________________________________________ 

 vi) Who left the room for a few minutes? 

 Ans______________________________________________________ 

 vii) Who jumped upon the table? 

 Ans___________________________________________________________ 



 viii) Find out the plural of - 

  Heap  __________________ 

ix) Find out opposite of under_______________________ 

x) Find out past tense of  leave_______________________ 
 

 
PROSE AND POETRY 
VSA 

1. What went up the hill? 

a) A path       b) a street          c) a rail line                     

2. Name the ship of the desert? 

a) Lion                         b) camel          c) tiger       d) elephant 

3. Where did the mother tiger and her small tiger cub live? 

a) Near a river        b) near a forest    c) near a mountain  d) near a sea 

4. Who is the speaker in the poem “ don’t tell”? 

a) A girl         b) a man         c) a child 

5. Where does the camel store its food? 

a) Stomach      b) legs       c) hump      d) lips 

SA 
6. Why do you think Meena was carrying her brother?  

_____________________________________________________   

_____________________________________________________  

7. Why is the camel called ‘the ship of the dessert’?  

_____________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________  

8. What does the baby do with the pebbles?  

_____________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________  

9. Where was the man in the poem ‘Puppy and I’ going?  

_____________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________  



10. What is the vegetable man selling?  

_____________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________  

 GRAMMAR 
11.  Fill in the blanks: - 

 One child, many _____________________ 

 One fox, many _________________________ 

 One goose ____________________________ 

12.  Use -    a/an 

 I have …………. apple.  

Ram has ……… cow.  

13.  Add ‘ly’ to make a word 

The new shoes are ___________. (love) 

We should eat ___________. (slow) 

14.  Write similar words . 

Foolish  __________   Stones   __________ 

15.  Write full forms of 

Can’t-  __________    That’s-  __________ 

16.  Fill in the blanks with the opposite of the underlined word. 

The lion is big but the ant is ___________ . 

Trees are tall but the bushes are ___________ . 

17.  Underline the silent letters in the following words. 

WALK      CAUGHT 

 



 
CREATIVE WRITING 

18.  Write 5 lines about ‘CAMEL’ or ‘MYSELF’ 
________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

19. Write 5 lines about helping a handicapped person.  

     OR 

 Write 5 lines about ‘My School.’  

     

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

20.  Write 5 sentences on how you help at home. 
I help mother _________________________________________________  

I help father __________________________________________________  

I also help my brother in ________________________________________  

I also help my sister with ________________________________________  

I do ______________________________________________ in the house. 

 



SPELLING 
19.  Complete the spelling. 

 S I __  __ Y     S T R __ E T S  

 Q U __ E T     D __ N K __ Y       

 H __ P __ Y 

20.  Rearrange the jumbled letters to form a meaningful word. 
 L U B L          ___________  F O L W        ___________  

 S E M O U    ___________   Y H A            ___________ 

 W R C A L      ___________ 

 
HANDWRITING 

21.  Rewrite the passage with neat and clean handwriting.  
 
Honesty is usually regarded as the best policy.   Honesty has a real place 

in every field of life.   The present day world gives best chances for the 

success of honestmen.  Honesty alone will give you the right place. It 

makes you disciplined and happy. 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 


